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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS 

Department of Geography and the Environment 

 

GEOG 4230/5230 

Location Intelligence: Business GIS Concepts and Applications 

 

Exercise 1: Using GIS to Yield Strategic Insights for a 

Multi-Locational Business 
 

In this lab, you will use Maptitude and associated GIS datasets to analyze locations, markets, and 

sales performance for a business with a network of operations across a large metropolitan area. 
 

Scenario: You are a location analyst for Roy’s Family Grill (“RFG”), a casual dining restaurant chain with 

locations across the Great Plains. RFG is seeing that some important challenges are affecting its restaurant 

performance in the Denver region in particular, where the business has 20 locations. The chain has seen 

some sales deterioration in parts of this market. However, before taking action to address this challenge, 

RFG wants to collect and analyze all relevant information about its Denver operations and markets. 

Geographic analysis of its restaurant locations and sales performance is high on its priority list. 
 

Your job is to take the location and sales databases RFG has for its Denver restaurants and provide targeted 

insights that can help the chain make solid plans for the future. One key objective is to map RFG’s restaurant 

locations and sales performance by zip code to gain insight into the chain’s competitive position in Denver: 

where are their best and worst markets in the region, and where in particular are they seeing substantial 

sales declines? Your analysis will provide some details to help the RFG management team see where action 

is particularly needed. A second (and separate) key objective is to provide insight into the potential impact 

on the chain of a major infrastructure expansion project on the south side of Denver. While this is a specific 

issue limited to one part of the Denver market, RFG’s management team wants to have some indication of 

the magnitude of this challenge as it impacts RFG’s overall, area-wide sales: how big is RFG’s exposure to 

this temporary but major market disturbance? 
 

Before you begin this restaurant location analysis, here are a couple of important notes: 
 

1. Maptitude is a desktop software package that runs directly on your CSAM lab computer. This 

means that Maptitude uses storage space on your computer for all files being used and created in 

the course of your analysis. You would be wise to store all maps and other files you create on your 

own portable storage device, such as a flash drive or other portable electronic media: this will 

enable you come back to complete or modify your work later without re-doing all of your work. 
 

2. Please provide “rough note” results or answers (using complete sentences) or other material (maps, 

graphics) for any text printed in bold. Also, please label each of these responses using the task 

and step number associated with the bolded question you are answering – e.g. “Task 1, Step 1a”. 

Many steps do not require a written response, but you still might need to save a map or report 

produced in some steps. Also, please note that most steps do not require that you record anything 

at all, although you will still need to complete every step in order to complete the exercise. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Exercise Credit: Murray Rice created this business GIS exercise using geographic files provided by Caliper, 

publishers of the Maptitude GIS package. Additionally, the four-part “Business GIS Workflow” referenced in task 1 

is derived from the Esri “Location Advantage Workflow” document introduced in Esri’s Location Advantage Massive 

Open Online Course (MOOC). For more information on the Location Advantage MOOC, please visit: 
 

http://www.esri.com/mooc/location-advantage 

http://www.esri.com/mooc/location-advantage
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Task 1: Pre-Analysis Reflections 
 

1. Rough Notes Step: Before exploring the technical aspects of this lab, reflect briefly on the 

following. Note that these questions do not have “right/wrong” answers. The challenge 

here is for you to articulate clear and complete thoughts. 

a. How would you describe the geographic distribution of restaurants in Denton? 

Are they spread across the city, or concentrated in specific districts or areas? 

Give a few examples to back up any general statements you make. 

b. The restaurant industry is highly segmented. The link below identifies a 

number of categories within the overall restaurant industry. Recall that RFG 

is what we would call a “casual restaurant” – what does this mean? What other 

restaurants can you think of that compete in this same group? 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Types_of_restaurant 

 

2. Consider our four-part Business GIS workflow document and identify the important factors 

that define the job you are about to undertake. 

 

 

1. Formulate the Questions 
 

Begin this analysis (or any other like it) by formulating the problem into questions that you can 

answer using the approaches we are studying in our class. Almost every answer we are covering 

in our class discussions can include the analysis of information with some kind of location 

component. 
 

For this restaurant exercise, you are working with a chain with several existing location. So, the 

overall business problem being addressed focuses on understanding the competitive environment 

in Denver and identifying the factors that influence your company’s sales by location and market. 
 

We might frame the two key questions for this Denver restaurant chain scenario in this way: 
 

1. Which specific locations and markets in in the Denver area are in most need of RFG’s 

attention? 2. What is the extent of RFG’s exposure to Denver’s I-25 expansion project? 

 

2. Model the Solution 
 

To model the solution to these questions, you must identify some combination of all or some of 

the following: 

   1. What is the locational component? 

   2. Which geospatial techniques can be used to answer the question at hand? 

   3. Where can I find the data needed when applying those techniques? 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Types_of_restaurant
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What is the locational component? 

The location component comes directly from RFG’s concerns: RFG knows that its Denver 

operations are struggling, and you need to identify the locations within the Denver region that are 

in greatest need of management attention. The problem faced by RFG focuses in a general sense 

on identifying the subset of restaurant locations and markets that are under-performing. 

Compounding the problem, RFG also knows of a specific highway project that has the potential 

to impact its operations further, so you need to analyze the geographic dimensions of that problem 

and provide some indication of the likely impact on RFG’s overall Denver-region sales. 

 

Which geospatial techniques can be used? 

This project reduces to a combination of GIS mapping of RFG’s sales results, overlaid on a map 

of Denver’s local markets. In total, you will use a variety of geographic tools in this multi-part 

analysis: 
 

A. Restaurant location and market performance assessment encompassing: basic business result 

mapping and market area definition. 

B. Impact analysis assessment of a major highway infrastructure project encompassing: buffer 

analysis around the highway segment being expanded. 

 

Where can I find the data needed? 

The key information needs you have are for RFG’s internal sales performance figures, and for 

external market data. 
 

On the sales side, RFG has done a superb job of tracking its sales by restaurant and customer: RFG 

has a highly-successful customer rewards program (giving RFG detailed sales figures indexed to 

specific residential addresses for the vast majority of its customers). For this project, your 

geographic analysis will use a sales dataset including restaurant sales results and total customer 

sales figures aggregated by zip code. 
 

On the market data side, the U.S. Census provides basic demographic information for communities 

across the Denver region. This demographic databases provides the raw data you will need to place 

RFG’s sales results in a market context. Again, your geographic analysis will focus on 

demographic data summarized at the zip code level. 

 

3. Perform the Analysis 
 

These analysis techniques and datasets will provide you with the information you need to support 

and inform the RFG management team. As you perform the location analysis and interpret the site 

evidence you uncover, think about additional variables and analysis options you might add that 

could be helpful. Your analytical findings will provide crucial support to help RFG’s management 

team assess their chain expansion options. 
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4. Interpret the Findings 
 

You will interpret the results that you see both during and after the analysis portion of the process. 

Do the findings help answer the original question, or is further analysis needed? If so, what type? 

This scrutiny will help you make decisions and supply you with important information and 

knowledge about RFG’s restaurant locations and markets. 

 

 

 

Task 2: Preparing For Analysis 
 

In setting the groundwork for analysis, RFG’s management already has datasets to support your 

work. Your first step will be to access a base map of the Denver region and introduce the restaurant 

location and zip code sales databases you will need for your analysis. 

 

1. You will complete your GIS analysis using Caliper’s Maptitude software accessible in our 

CSAM computer labs. Start Maptitude and open the initial Denver base map “Denver-

Base.map” file located in the following directory (locate the “class” network drive on your 

CSAM computer desktop): 
 

class\4230\GIS Exercises\Exercise 1\Geography Files 
 

The file open dialogue box should look similar to the one below1 (select the “Denver-

Base” map and then click the “Open” button: 

  

                                                           
1 Please take all screenshots in this document as approximations of what you might see on your computer screen. 
Your screen may differ slightly in terms of details, but the overall display should be similar. 
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Opening the Denver base map should give you a simple, generic map of the Denver 

metropolitan region, similar to the below: 

 

 
 

 

2. Note the components on the Maptitude screen (see image on the next page) that provide 

many display and analysis options. You will use many of these options and capabilities as 

you complete this lab. 
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Selected Key Maptitude Screen Elements 
 

Map & Dataview Display Area: main workspace where you can view and manipulate both maps 

and dataviews (dataview = spreadsheet view of all data for a given geographic layer included in 

your map). 
 

Display Manager: allows you to set visibility and display characteristics for all geographic layers 

associated with the map. 
 

Label & Symbol Toolbar: allows you to append text and graphics to your map. 
 

Layer Selection Set Toolbar: allows you to select and manipulate the display of a subset of features 

from a geographic layer displayed on your map (e.g. identify a given subset of streets from a street 

file layer, set how that street subset will be displayed on your map). 
 

 

Map & Dataview 

Display Area 

Layer Selection Set 

Toolbar 

Zoom & Pan 

Toolbar 

Map Legend 

Display 

Manager 

Menu Bar File & Analysis 

Toolbar 

Label & Symbol 

Toolbar 
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3. The display manager gives you great power to completely customize the look of your map: 

 The layers included in the map 

 Whether each layer is labeled, and how 

 What colors, borders, or symbols are used to represent each layer 

 

 

 
Column A (with green check marks and red X marks): turns each layer (display manager 

row) on or off in the map display. 

 Click on any layer (row) with a green checkmark to turn off the layer in the map 

(turns the green checkmark indicator to a red X). 

 Click on any layer with a red X to turn the layer on (turns the red X to a green 

checkmark). 

Column B (with various “red-X” and “magnifying glass” label icons): turns layer labeling 

on or off. Click on any layer to bring up a dialogue box giving you options to set on how 

you can label a specific layer. 

Column C (with symbols/lines/colored rectangles): click on these symbols/lines/rectangles 

to bring up a dialogue box that allows you to change how a point, line, or area layer appears 

on the map 

 Points: click to modify symbol type, color, and size 

 Lines: click to modify line width, color, and style 

 Areas: click to modify area fill/border color, transparency, and pattern settings 
 

You can use the display manager to tweak the display settings for your map layers. Column 

A in the display manager deserves special attention for you right now, as the tools here 

allow you to make visible or invisible each of the layers incorporated in the map file. 

 

Column C Column B Column A 
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4. You will now extend on this simple display by enabling two layers that you will need: your 

restaurant layer, and your zip code layer.  In the display manager, click on the red X 

symbols next to the “5-Digit ZIP Code” and “My Data (Restaurant)” layers. This will 

change these red X symbols into green check marks, and make these two layers visible on 

your map (and ready for additional analysis). 

 

5. Rather than giving you further detailed instructions on how to complete other routine 

procedures in Maptitude, please consult two more resources provided by Caliper: 
 

A. The Maptitude User Guide. This guide is available in PDF form from our GIS lab 

computers and via the Maptitude help menu (see me if you need any help to do this). 

For an excellent overview of basic map creation options, refer to the guidelines and 

examples given in Chapter 1 of the user guide (Introducing Maptitude), pages 17-28. 

You did not need to create the Denver base map you have here, but understanding these 

basics will allow you to create more maps on your own. 
 

 

B. Maptitude Video Tutorials. An extensive collection of useful, step-by-step 

demonstration tutorials is available on the Maptitude website and on our GEOG 4230 

R network drive directory on our CSAM computers.  
 

The page linking to all Maptitude video tutorials is located here: 
 

http://www.caliper.com/maptitude/mapping-software-video-tutorials.htm 
 

Here is the Maptitude “General Purpose Map” video tutorial from the Caliper website: 
 

 
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-general-purpose-map-

video/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video.html 

http://www.caliper.com/maptitude/mapping-software-video-tutorials.htm
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video/maptitude-general-purpose-map-video.html
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6. One of the other video tutorials available outlines the process to save your Maptitude map 

to a graphic format: 

 

 
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-graphic-formats-video/maptitude-

graphic-formats-video.html 

 

Rough Notes Step: Follow the procedure explained here to save your zip code and 

restaurant location map to a graphic file in Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format: 

please name this saved map as “task2step6.png”. 

 

Task 3: Initial Restaurant Market and Sales Mapping 
 

By the end of part 2, you should have produced a map display looking similar to the below, 

comprised of the base map with zip code areas and restaurant locations added: 
 

 
 

Now, we will use these map resources to provide insight into RFG’s Denver operations. 

http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-graphic-formats-video/maptitude-graphic-formats-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-graphic-formats-video/maptitude-graphic-formats-video.html
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1. Your zip code layer has sales data for the RFG chain included. To view these fields, go to 

the display manager, right-click on the zip code entry, and select “New Dataview”. 
 

 
 

2. This will bring up a spreadsheet-like window populated with data for each zip code area 

in the Denver region. 
 

 
 

3. Scroll to the right in this spreadsheet (past many census data fields), and you will find 

three sales fields for each zip code at the far end: 
 

a. Total RFG sales for Quarter 4 of last year to residents living in each zip code 

b. Total RFG sales for Quarter 4 of the current year by zip code 

c. Percent change in total sales over the past year by zip code 
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We will use the data in these fields to gain insight into how well RFG is doing by zip 

code across the Denver region. 

 

4. Click on the Denver base map now to make the map window the active element on your 

Maptitude screen (you can click once anywhere in the window to do this). 

 

5. With your base map in place and ready to complete further analysis, refer to your Maptitude 

resources on how to create thematic maps. 
 

A. The Maptitude User Guide. For an excellent overview of thematic map creation options, 

refer to the guidelines and examples given in Chapter 6 of the user guide (Using themes 

to Present Information, pages 151-172). The discussion of color themes (pages 153-

159) is particularly on target for our work here. 
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B. Maptitude Video Tutorials. Here is the Maptitude “Creating Thematic Maps” video 

tutorial link from the Caliper website: 
 

 
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-thematic-mapping-

video/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video.html 
 

Please pay special attention to the guidance given here related to color thematic maps 

(this part runs from 0:20 to 1:23 of the video linked above). 

 

6. Using the color thematic map procedure outlined in your Maptitude resources, create a map 

representing RFG sales for Quarter 4 of the Current Year from your zip code database. 

Ensure that the “5-Digit Zip Code” field is selected in the drop-down list, as highlighted 

below. 

 

 
 

Please feel free to explore the color theme map settings and try different color theme 

mapping options (the Maptitude video introduces you to a few color theme mapping 

possibilities). Use your best judgment to create a sales map that clearly and effectively 

represents RFG’s sales by zip code. You should end up with a map that has some similarity 

to the one on the following page (yours does not need to be a duplicate). 
 

http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video/maptitude-thematic-mapping-video.html
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Map Save: Save your “quarter 4 total sales and restaurant locations” map to a graphic 

file in PNG format (please name it “task3step6.png”). 

 

7. Rough Notes Step: spend a few minutes examining this map and note the following. 

a. What does this map do well? 

b. What questions do you still have about the sales performance and service 

provided by individual restaurant locations? How could the map be further 

developed to provide more sales insights? 

 

Task 4: Restaurant Area of Influence Creation 
 

By the end of part 3, you should have produced a map that includes basic geographic information 

(restaurant locations and zip codes), providing a foundation for mapping RFG’s sales results. 
 

Now, in part 4 we will add a new dimension to the analysis by defining the trade or catchment area 

(or “area of influence”, hereafter “AOI”) associated with each RFG restaurant. 
 

1. With your base map of sales figures and models in place, your next step is to generate a 

geographic representation of the unique market areas for each RFG restaurant. To do this, 

refer to your Maptitude resources on creating “areas of influence”. 
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A. The Maptitude User Guide. For an excellent overview of the area of influence creation 

process, refer to the guidelines and examples given in Chapter 10 of the user guide 

(pages 313-314). 
 

 

 

B. Maptitude Video Tutorials. Here is the Maptitude “Straight-Line and Drive-Time 

Catchment Areas” video tutorial link from the Caliper website: 
 

 
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-areas-of-influence-

video/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video.html 

 

Note: we will use the straight-line catchment area (“AOI”) methodology from the 

preceding video: AOIs simply define the zone that is geographically closest to a given 

location. Note that the drive-time catchment area methodology in the video is also very 

powerful, and there are other “trade area” definition methodologies and perspectives 

yet. In the coming weeks we will explore other methods for defining business trade 

areas in class. 

  

http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video/maptitude-areas-of-influence-video.html
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2. Before you complete your AOI creation process, be sure to set up the “calculate 

demographics” option so Maptitude calculates variable totals (including quarterly sales 

totals) for each restaurant AOI. 
 

 
 

Clicking on #2 above yields the dialogue box below, with two further settings needed. 

 

 
 

  

1. Ensure this box 

is checked 

2. Then click here 

to proceed to the 

demographics 

settings box 

1. Ensure the ZIP 

Code layer 

appears here 

2. Then click here 

to set up the 

demographics  

overlay 

calculation 
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3. When you complete the preceding, you should find the dialogue window below. Scroll to 

the bottom of the list to see the quarterly sales variable fields. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To ensure the sales figures are properly included in the demographics calculations, click to 

highlight the two quarterly sales fields (from last year and this year) in your variable list: 

 

  

Sales 

Data 

Sales 

Data 
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Set these two quarterly sales fields to aggregate by addition (add up all zip codes within a 

given restaurant catchment area to obtain a total sales figure for the catchment area): 

 

 

With these settings complete, click “OK” to complete the attribute setting process. In the 

main “area of influence” dialogue, click “OK” to begin the AOI calculations. The newly 

calculated AOIs will appear on your map when this process is completed. 

 

4. Once you have created the area of influence layer, use your best judgment to select a line 

color and style that clearly represents these area boundaries without unnecessarily 

distracting from the underlying zip code sales color theme (feel free to try some display 

options). You should end up with a map that has some similarity to the one on the following 

page (but yours does not need to be a close duplicate). 

 
 

Sales 

Data 
Click here to set “add” for 

the two highlighted sales 

variables above 
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Rough Notes Step: Save your “AOI and zip code sales” map to a graphic file in PNG 

format (please name it “task4step4.png”). 

 

5. With this AOI/sales map in place, spend a few minutes examining the restaurant catchment 

areas created by the AOI analysis. 

a. In general, what can this AOI layer add to your understanding that is not 

evident with the more simple “restaurant location/zip code only” map in task 

3, step 6? 

b. Is this AOI zone definition a completely authoritative means of identifying the 

catchment area/trade area associated with each restaurant? How might the 

actual catchment area for each restaurant differ from the straight-line zone 

boundaries you see drawn here? What might more realistic catchment area 

definitions look like? 

6. Rough Notes Step: compare the catchment areas you have created with the underlying 

total sales color theme. 

a. Based on the AOI and total sales map, which restaurant locations appear to 

be in the strongest position, based on their area’s high-sales zip codes? Name 

the top 2 or 3 restaurant locations whose areas of influence overlap with the 
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highest-sales zip codes: you can name these locations by referring to the place 

names appearing on the map to name the restaurant locations. 

b. On the other end of the sales total spectrum, which restaurant locations appear 

to be in the weakest position, based on low-sales zip codes within their 

catchment areas? 
 

7. With this restaurant catchment area/quarter 4 sales map completed, keep the catchment 

area layer on the map and re-do the zip code color theme to make annual sales change 

(“SalesAnnChangePercent”) your zip code color map theme. In your color theme settings, 

use a different color ramp to make this new color theme visually apparent (e.g., if you used 

a green color theme before, one good choice would be to use a brown theme now). 
 

 
 

8. Rough Notes Step: save your “AOI and zip code sales change” map to a graphic file 

in PNG format (please name it “task4step8.png”). 
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9. Rough Notes Step: Now visually compare the catchment areas you have created 

with the underlying sales change color theme (map from task 4, step 8). 

a. Based on this AOI and sales change map, which restaurant locations appear 

to be in the strongest position, based on their area’s high-sales growth zip 

codes? Name the top 2 or 3 restaurant locations (refer to the place names 

appearing on the map). 

b. Which restaurant locations appear to be in the weakest position, based on 

negative or low-sales growth zip codes within their catchment areas? 

 

10. Lastly, in Maptitude’s display manager, confirm your strong/weak location suspicions by 

examining your calculated numbers for each AOI. Right-click on your “Area of Influence” 

layer and select “New Dataview” in the resulting pop-up menu. 
 

 
 

This will bring up a dataview (spreadsheet view) of the data fields built into your areas of 

influence that were calculated by Maptitude. 
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The most important concern to RFG at present is the deterioration of sales in specific 

markets within the Denver region. Thus, your priority with this analysis is to extract from 

the AOI database the sales change that has happened by restaurant service area. To begin 

to get at this, scroll to the right until you arrive at the two calculated sales fields. 
 

 
 

You now need to generate the sales change (%) figure by AOI, as this value was only 

calculated by zip code previously. To do this, you next need to first insert a new column in 

the dataview, and then fill the new column with the sales change (%) calculation. 

 

11. To insert a new column, go to the “Dataview” menu and select the “Table” option, “Modify” 

sub-option: 
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In the “Modify Table” dialogue, click on “Add Field”: 

 

 
 

This will add a field to the bottom of the field list. Click on this new “Field_1” field entry 

(highlighted in blue) and, when the cursor appears, type the name of the new field 

(“SalesChangePercent”): 
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With this field creation and field name change complete, you can select “OK” and then 

“Yes” to the question “Are you sure you want to modify the structure of the table?” 
 

 
 

Maptitude will then insert the new sales change field at the far right side of the AOI 

dataview. 

 

12. With the sales change field inserted, we need to fill this field with the results of the sales 

change calculation. Go to the AOI dataview and click on the “SalesChangePercent” 

heading. This will highlight the entire “SalesChangePercent” column in black. 
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With the sales change field highlighted, right click anywhere in the highlighted column 

7and select the “Fill” option:  
 

 
 

The “Fill” dialogue box will come up. Select the “Formula” option to allow you to fill the 

field with a calculated value: 
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This, in turn, brings up a “Formula” dialogue. You can refer to the list of Formula Builder 

functions on this dialogue to populate the Formula Workspace with fields and operators: 
 

 
 

In our case, the “sales change” formula field we need to build is fairly simple. You can 

look up the fields and operators you need, one at a time, in the “Field List” drop down list, 

or you can simply copy-and-paste into the formula workspace directly from the expression 

given below: 
 

(SalesThisYearQ4-SalesLastYearQ4)/ SalesLastYearQ4*100 
 

When you have entered the formula completely, the Formula dialogue should look like this: 
 

 

Formula Builder 

Lists 

Formula 

Workspace 
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With the formula entry complete, you can click on “OK” and Maptitude will take you back 

to the original “Fill” dialogue, now with the “Formula” field completed. 
 

 
 

Click “OK” once again and Maptitude will populate the “SalesChangePercent” column 

with values calculated from the formula you just entered. 
 

 
  

Completed 

Formula 
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13. You are now almost ready to visualize this sales change field on the Denver map. Before 

doing that, you need to adjust the map layer draw order slightly. Bring up the “Map Layers” 

tool from the top toolbar: 
 

 
 

In the Map Layers dialogue, adjust the layer draw order by clicking on the “Area of 

Influence” layer and using the “Move Up” button. 
 

 
 

Click the “Move Up” button repeatedly to move the “Area of Influence” layer up the layer 

list until it is above all of the route/highway/water layers, but below the zip code layer: 
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With this layer draw order adjustment complete, you can click on the “Close” button in the 

Layers dialogue to redraw the map. The map will not look much different from before, but 

it is now ready for you to complete one more AOI mapping task. 

 

14. Now we can draw a map to represent the geography of market area growth and decline 

across the Denver area. Ensure that the AOI layer is the current layer in the top layer drop-

down list: 
 

 
 

Activate the Color Theme Mapwizard (as you previously did) to create color theme sales 

change map for the AOI layer. 
 

 
 

Follow the previous color theme mapping process to complete this map for your newly 

created “SalesChangePercent” field. As before, feel free to customize your map display 

options to create an attractive and effective map graphic. 
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15. The map you produce should have some similarity to the map below (but, again, your 

map does not need to be a complete duplicate). 
 

 

 

16. Rough Notes Step: save your “AOI and zip code sales change percent” map to a 

graphic file in PNG format (please name it “task4step16.png”). 

 

17. Rough Notes Step: Discuss and interpret the map pattern of sales change that you 

see by AOI. 

a. Which AOIs are in the strongest position (high sales growth)? 

b. Which AOIs are in the weakest position (low or negative sales change)? 

c. How would you describe the overall pattern you see for sales change in the 

region? 

 

18. Rough Notes Step: Consider what you just did in mapping sales change by AOI, 

versus what you could have done in mapping sales change by actual restaurant 

location (for example, by creating a dot map of restaurant locations where the dot 

sizes represent sales volumes by restaurant location). 

a. How are these two sales change mapping options different? 

b. What does the AOI sales map tell you that the restaurant location sales map 

might not necessarily get at? 
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Task 5: Analysis of Infrastructure Development Impacts 

By the end of part 4, you should have completed development of two maps that define the extent 

of the zones serviced by each restaurant location, and relate these service/catchment zones to 

RFG’s sales by zip code across the Denver area. 
 

Your last task is to assess the extent and location of impact of a major infrastructure development 

on RFG’s restaurant network. 
 

1. With your Denver-area map on-screen, go to your display manager and activate one more 

layer: the “I-25 Construction” layer (this is a separate line layer running on top of the I-25 

route portion that will be under construction). Click on the red X next to this “I-25 

Construction” layer to activate it on your map. 
 

 
 

The “I-25 Construction” layer highlights the extent of the Interstate 25 highway that will 

be undergoing a major expansion project starting in the next year. Interstate 25 is the major 

north-south highway link through the south-central part of Denver, passing close to several 

of RFG’s locations. RFG has seen major highway projects affect its restaurant sales in other 

regional markets. The RFG management team realizes that such a project can have an 

extended sales impact, and the team wants to gauge the likely extent of this impact for its 

Denver region sales performance during the anticipated highway project. 
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2. What you need to do in this situation is what Maptitude calls a “buffer analysis”: identify 

the territory in the Denver area that falls within a given distance of this highway 

infrastructure project, and extract the numbers you need from existing GIS layers. In this 

specific case, your goal is to analyze sales figures for all communities falling within a 1.5 

mile distance of the section of I-25 that is designated for expansion, given that you already 

have sales stored in your zip code layer. RFG’s previous experience in other, similar 

situations is such that they expect a 20% sales decrease for the duration of the highway 

project. 
 

To learn how to do a buffer analysis in Maptitude, you can access the following resources. 
 

A. The Maptitude User Guide. The buffer analysis option is highlighted on pages 291-295. 
 

 

 

B. Maptitude Video Tutorial. The Maptitude “Buffer Analysis” video tutorial from the 

Caliper website can be accessed here: 
 

 
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-

video/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video.html 

 

http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video.html
http://www.caliper.com/video/maptitude/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video/maptitude-overlays-and-buffers-video.html
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3. Use these new buffer creation skills to build a 1.5-mile radius buffer around the entire I-25 

construction line layer. While doing this, use your previously developed overlay skills to 

extract sales data from the zip code layer and place it in your new 1.5-mile I-25 construction 

buffer. Your goal: determine the total RFG sales generated within the buffer zone (use the 

current year sales figures for your calculations). You need to figure out how to combine 

your buffer skills with your overlay skills to come to the exact sales result that you need. 

 

4. What you have just determined is the total sales generated within the buffer zone. However, 

your end goal is to estimate the impact of the I-25 project on RFG’s total sales in the Denver 

area: 

 

What would you expect RFG’s total Denver-area sales to be with and without the I-25 

project, and what is the percent difference between these two totals? 
 

 

So the key challenge for you here is: how can you use the numbers you have already 

generated to calculate these numbers? 

Important figures to consider: 

 

Total unadjusted Denver-area sales: how can you determine this from the figures 

and dataviews you already have on hand? 

 

Total unadjusted I-25 project area sales: this is what you determined above for 

your 1.5-mile buffer 

 

Total adjusted I-25 project area sales: you need to estimate this figure, using 

RFG’s previous experience mentioned previously – what figure do you come up 

with? 

 

Total adjusted Denver-area sales: using all of the above, how do you get to this 

figure? 

 

5. Rough Notes Step: Using the above guidance, summarize in a logical, step-by-step 

form: 

a. The process you follow to answer the boxed question 4 above (“What would 

you expect…”) 

b. The results of your sales impact calculations. 
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Putting It All Together: Final Report 
 

Remember that the Business GIS Problem Solving Workflow document specifies that the final 

report for each exercise must include the following components (please label each clearly): 
 

1. Exercise scenario 

2. Question to be solved 

3. Analytical approaches used 

4. Results obtained 

5. Application 
 

As you prepare to write this report, review the steps you took for each analysis and all of your 

rough notes. Consider the following as you prepare to write the application section of your final 

report: 
 

 By synthesizing the results of task 3 and task 4, what do you now know about the challenges 

RFG is facing in the Denver area? What are the geographical implications of your findings? 

To which markets and locations should RFG direct their attention? What evidence do you 

have for these statements? 
 

 Tasks 3 and 4 (analysis of recent sales changes by market across Denver) investigated a 

distinctive set of concerns relative to the analysis in task 5 (analysis of sales impact for a 

specific highway project). However, now that you have completed all tasks, do you see any 

way(s) in which the results of these separate tasks relate to each other? Reflect carefully as 

you consider this question. 

 

 

To submit this business GIS exercise: 

 
1. Ensure all of your rough note question responses (for all steps highlighted in bold) are 

typed into a single Word document named “Exercise1-RoughNotes.docx”. Please place 

your responses in order (by task and step number) within this file. Each question response 

should begin with a heading giving the task and step number to which the response refers 

(e.g. “Task 1, Step 1a”). 

2. Collect all of the map and report attachments requested in this assignment (from the steps 

where you were asked to save a file, and you were given a file name to save under). 

3. Complete your final report and save in a single Word document named “Exercise1-

FinalReport.docx”. 

4. Attach all of the above material (your questions responses, your map and report 

attachments) to a single e-mail to be sent to my special assignment submission email 

address (rice@unt.edu). Please make the e-mail subject line “Your last name – Exercise 

1” (e.g. “Smith – Exercise 1”). 

 

 

mailto:rice@unt.edu

